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In this paper we discuss the best Chebyshev approximation of continuous real or
complex valued functions by a large class of non-linear functions. These functions,
which we call semi-non-linear, are non-linear functions of linear functions defined in
a general multivariate setting. Full use is made of the concept of H-sets for con
strained non-linear approximation, and a characterization of best approximation is
stated in terms of H-sets. Unicity of best approximation is discussed, and the special
case of approximation by functions of ax + by + c is shown to give uniqueness. This
extends a weB-known theorem of CoBatz (2. Angew. Math. Mech. 36 (1956),
198-211. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

The general theory for characterizing best Chebyshev approximation by
linear spaces is set out in [1,2], where use is made most effectively of the
concept of H-sets, as originally conceived in [4]. The more general setting
of non-linear constrained approximation is set out in [3], where again use
is made of H-sets.

Using the theory developed in [3], many classes of non-linear
approximating functions can be studied. We consider here a very wide, and
useful, class of multivariate non-linear functions, namely those functions
formed by taking a non-linear function of a linear function. The resulting
set of approximating functions consists of non-linear constrained functions
for which the theory of [3] can be readily applied. We shall call these
approximating functions semi-non-linear.

To analyze this set of approximating functions we first consider the form
of the H-sets, and we show how the H-sets for the non-linear functions
relate to the H-sets of the linear space used in the construction of the
functions. With this analysis we can then give a characterization of best
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approximation, and show that in this setting best approximations thus
characterized are globally best, in contrast to the usual situation in non
linear approximation where only locally best approximations are found. A
sufficient condition for uniqueness of the best approximation is given in
terms of minimal H-sets.

We consider a particular example of these functions, that being the case
when the linear space is spanned by (1, x, y). In [4] uniqueness was
proven for the linear problem over strictly convex domains. In [5] uni
queness was shown for the case

1

L(x, y)'

where L are linear functions from the space spanned by (1, x, y). Using the
theory developed herein the results of [4,5] are deducible as special exam
ples of our more general setting.

H-SETS AND CHARACTERIZATION

Let /(t) be a strictly monotonic, real-valued, continuously differentiable
function of the real variable t on the interval [a, b] with no zero
derivatives. Further, let V be an n-dimensional linear subspace of C(B), the
space of continuous real-valued functions defined on a compact Hausdorff
space B. Let this linear space V have a basis {g1> g2,... , gn} over the same
scalar field. Given il = (ill"'" il n ) E IRn we can, therefore, consider the
function F(il, x) given by

F(il, x) =/(h(il, x»,
n

h(il,X)= ~ il;gi(X), xEB.
i=1

That this is non-linear, in general, follows from the generality of the
definition off

The following analysis also applies if/is complex valued, then we require
that the real part of !(t), namely Re[f(t)J, is strictly monotonic and has
no zero derivatives. The modification to the theorems is slight in that the
real part of the functions in question is used. However, for simplicity we
shall assume that our functions are real valued, and leave the reader to
derive the theorems for the complex case.

Examples of useful functions. A function used in electrical engineering is
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where Pn(z) is a complex polynomial of degree n. Another often used
function is

where Pk is a polynomial of n variables of degree r. We shall also show
how to extend our analysis to functions such as

with cos(t) defined on an interval [0, n], where the function has zero
derivatives at the interval boundaries.

We can now define the approximation problem which we address. The
norm that we use is the Chebyshev norm, defined by

11v'11 =max{Iv'(x)l: xEB},

and we seek to find that IX E W such that

IIG - F(IX, . )11

v' E C(B),

is minimized for a given G E C(B), the vector IX being constrained by

n

a~ L lX;gi(x)~b,
i= 1

VXEB.

We shall assume that IX E IRn is such that there are x E B for which the above
constraints are satisfied as equalities.

It is not difficult in this general constrained approximation setting to
include extra constraints. We have in mind such examples as sums of
monotonic functions, then assuming that II '/2' ...'/k are all either
monotone increasing or monotone decreasing the function

k

1= L cJj
j~1

subject to

j= 1,..., k,

is also monotonic, and the following theory applies with those extra con
straints added. For the purposes of this paper such problems are left to the
reader to develop, building on the theory developed herein, and in [3].

We shall denote by W the set of functions F(IX, . ) with these constraints.
The set W is the set of semi-non-linear functions, which is a constrained
non-linear set of approximating functions. Hence the general theory of [3]
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does apply. The subset of W, which satisfies the constraints, is the
parameter set for the problem, and we shall denote this by P for future
reference.

The usefulness of the H-set approach to approximation theory lies in the
fact that a study of the approximating set, in this case W, gives us all the
properties of the approximation without regard to the specific function to
be approximated. Hence, in this vein we now consider what the H-sets of
Ware. Using the definitions in [3] we obtain, for this particular case, the
following definitions.

We shall denote by f'(t) the derivative of f(t) with respect to t E ~. Due
to the linearity of h( IX, x) the gradient vector of h( ., x) with respect to IX is
the vector (gl(X), ..., gn(x)), The strictly positive orthant of ~s consists of all
vectors (c l , ... , cs ) with c;>O, i= 1,..., S, which we denote by ~s+, and {x;}~

is the finite set Xi' i = 1,..., s. From Definition 1 of [3] we obtain

DEFINITION 1. The set {(u;,t;), i=I, ... ,p}, with UiEB, tiE~, It;I=I;
together with {(vj' Sj), j = 1,..., q}, with vj E B, Sj E~, ISj 1 = 1: form an HI-set
with respect to W at IX E ~n if and only if there exists 1'/ E ~~ , 11 E ~~ such
that, {u i H(\ {vj H= 0 (null set), and

p q

L 1'/i t ;/'(h(IX, u;)) h({3, u;) + L I1jsjh({3, Vj) = 0, {3 E P,
;~ I j=1

p

L 1'/i= 1.
i=1

Using the same notation as in Definition 1 we obtain H2-sets analogous
to that in [3].

DEFINITION 2. [{ui, ti, 1'/i({3),P}, {Vj' Sj' 11;({3), q}] forms an H 2-set with
respect to Wat IX if and only if {u i H(\ {vj H= 0, and

p q

L 1'/l{3)ti(F({3,u;)-F(IX,U;))+ L }lj({3)Sjh({3-IX,Vj )=O, {3EP,
;= I j~ I

p

L 1'/i({3) = 1,
i~1

where 1'/({3) E ~~ and 11({3) E ~~, both depending on {3.
He and H 2-sets with respect to Ware said to be minimal if no proper

subset of the set {u i HU {vj Hcan form an He or Hrset, respectively.

From the nature of our definition of W we obtain
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THEOREM 1. The set {x"A"e"k}, with x,EB,A,>O,e,ElR,le,I=1,
1= 1,..., k, is an HI-set with respect to Wat rx if and only if

Proof Suppose we have {(u;, t;) Hand {(v j ' s)}'( as in Definition 1 for
ming an HI-set with respect to W at rx. We now put k = p +q, and

{x,}7= {u;Hu {vj }'(,

{ed7= { t, Hu {Sj }'(.

As f is strictly monotonic with no zero derivative, f' has the same sign for
all values in the interval [a, b]. Also rx E P, thus values of h( rx, . ) lie in this
same interval [a, b], hence we can assign A, > 0 to be

Pd7 = {I1J'(h(rx, uJ) H U {Pj}'( if f' is positive,

Pd7 = { -I1J'(h(rx, uJ)}f U {Pj}'( if f' is negative.

We thus obtain, by substitution in Definition 1

k

L A,e,h(!3, x,) =0,
,~ I

which is

and the result follows.
Conversely, suppose {x" A" e" k} satisfies the matrix relation, then by

multiplying by !3 E P we obtain, as above,

k

L A,e,h(!3, x,) = o.
'~I

This satisfies Definition 1 in the following manner: Put p = k, q = 0, and
define 11" i= 1,..., k such that for f' positive,

I1J'(h(rx, xJ) = A;, i= 1,... , k,
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or for f' negative

and in each case
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i= 1,..., k,

Hence, the theorem is proved.

COROLLARY 1. HI-sets with respect to Ware independent of IX.

Proof As has been shown, HI-sets are defined completely by a
quadruple {XI' AI, eI' k} and a matrix relationship. Thus if we have an H 1
set with respect to W at IX then Theorem 1 shows that the matrix relation
holds. Suppose now that we have a quadruple {XI' AI, el , k} and hence the
matrix relation as in Theorem 1. We can choose any IX' E P and use the con
verse in Theorem 1 to obtain an HI-set with respect to W at IX'. Thus H I 

sets with respect to Ware independent of the parameter, and we can drop
the reference to IX in the statements in HI-sets.

COROLLARY 2. HI-sets with respect to Ware H-sets with respect to V,
and vice versa.

Proof This follows because the definition of H-sets with respect to V is
that of the above matrix relationship, see [1, 2].

We can extend the equivalence of H-sets to include Hrsets in the follow
ing manner.

THEOREM 2. The class of minimal HI-sets with respect to W is equivalent
to the class of minimal H 2-sets with respect to W.

Proof Given an Hrset with respect to Wat IX. This is an HI-set with
respect to W from Theorem 3 in [3], where it is shown that the class of
H 2-sets is included in the class of HI-sets.

Conversely, suppose {Xi' Ai, ei, k} forms a minimal HI-set with respect
to W. Due to the fact that f is a continuously differentiable function of a
real variable we obtain, for any IX, f3 E P, using the mean value theorem

[F(f3, xJ - F(IX, Xi)] = [h(f3, xJ - h(IX, Xi)] f'(h(Yi' Xi)),

where Yi E P for i = 1,..., k.
Because {Xi' Ai' ei, k} forms an H-set with respect to V

(Corollary 2, Theorem 1), then no IX, f3 exists such that (see [1, 2])

ei [h(f3, xJ - h(lX, Xi)] > 0, i= 1,..., k.
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Hence, due to the fact that f' is never zero and f is strictly monotonic, no
IX, p can exist such that

e,[F(p, xJ-F(ex, xJ] >0, i = 1,... , k.

(Note, iff' is negative we use -e, throughout). Hence from Theorem 2 in
[3], {xi,Ai,ei,k} contains an H 2-set with respect to Wat IX. Due to the
minimality of the H-set with respect to V this containment must be
equality, as no subset of the {Xi} can form an H-set with respect to V.
Hence, the theorem follows.

We note here that the dependence on IX can be dropped from the
statement of an H 2-set because any IX, p can be chosen in Theorem 2.

We have thus arrived at the conclusion that all minimal H-sets for the
space Ware minimal H-sets for the space V, and conversely. These are
computable due to the matrix formulation, hence their interest.

Using this, a characterization of best approximation is possible. In what
follows extremal points of a function are values X E B for which the norm of
the function is attained.

THEOREM 3. Consider the approximation of G E qB) by W. If an IX E W
can be found such that a subset {Xi: i= 1,... ,p} of the extremal points of
G - F(a, .), together with signs e, such that

e,[G(x,) - F(IX, x,)] = JIG - F(IX, . )11,

and {y/i = 1,... , q} satisfying either

i= 1,..., n,

with sign -1, i = 1, , q, or

with sign +1, j = 1, , q,

forms a minimal H-set with respect to V, then f(IX, .) is a global best
approximation to G by W.

Conversely, let F(ex, .) be a global best approximation to G by W, then the
set of extremal points M of G - F( IX, '), together with signs e(x) such that

e(x)(G(x) - F(IX, x)) = II G - F(a, . )11, xEM,

and points yEN c B such that

h(IX, y) = {~
with sign -1, or

with sign + 1,

will contain a minimal H-set with respect to V.

Proof That all H-sets involved in this approximation are H-sets with
respect to V follows from Theorems 1 and 2. Because, also, the class of
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HI-sets and the class of H 2-sets with respect to Ware equivalent, then from
Theorems 7, 9, and 10 in [3] Theorem 3 follows.

Due to the fact that the H-sets for the space Ware the H-sets for the
linear space V then it is not surprising that many of the theorems from
linear approximation apply. If we define p(G) by

p(G) = min{ IIG - F(a, . )11: a E P}

then we obtain directly from Theorem 6 in [3]

THEOREM 4. Let {Xi' Ai, ei, p} together with points {Yj}j, such that for
some aE IRn

with sign -1, j= 1'00" q, or

with sign + 1, j = 1'00" q,

forms a minimal H-set with respect to V, and given G E C(B) such that

then

ei[G(x,) - F(a, x,)] > 0, i= 1'00" p,

min {ei[G(x,) - F(a, xJ] :::;; p(g):::;; IIG - F(a, . )11·

We note here that the H-sets which characterize the best approximations
consist of extremal points and points where the constraints are attained.
We shall call all values of X E B for which the constraints are attained active
points.

For the consideration of uniqueness we have

THEOREM 5. Suppose F( a, .) and F(f3, .) are distinct best approximations
to G E C(B) by W, then the extremal and active points of G - F(a, .) and
G - F(f3, .) contain the same minimal H-sets with respect to V.

Proof Let {Xi' Ai, ei, k} be a minimal H-set with respect to V such that
{x i } 7is contained in the set of extremal and active points of G - F(a, . ),
and such that

and

e;[G(x,) - F(a, x,)] = p(G), i= 1,.00,p

eih(a, x,) = a or b, i = P + 1'00" k.

That such an H-set exists follows from Theorem 3.
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To prove the theorem let us assume the contrary. First assume that
{Xi His not contained in the extremal points for G - F(f3, .) or for some
1~j~p,

then

ei[G(x,) - F(f3, x,)] ~ e;[G(x,) - F(ex, x,)],

and strict inequality holds for some i. Hence,

i= 1, ...,p,

o~ e;[F(f3, Xi) - F(ex, X,)],

Due to the differentiability of f we have

i= 1, ...,p.

F(f3, x,) - F(ex, x;) = h(f3 - ex, x,) f'(h(Yi' x;)), Yi EP,i=1,... ,k.

Using this relationship and the fact that f is strictly monotonic with no
zero derivatives we obtain for i = 1,..., p,

implies

for f' > o.

This same inequality applies for f' < 0; in this case the signs -e i are used
throughout (see Theorem 2). From our assumption strict inequality must
hold for some i.

The other possibility contrary to the theorem is that for some p + 1~
j~k,

Then again, noting the sign value of e i in the characterization theorem, we
obtain

eih(f3 - IX, x,) ~ 0, i=p+ 1,... , k,

with strict inequality for some i. This contradicts the assumption that
{Xi' Ai' ei, k} is a minimal H-set with respect to V (see [1,2]); hence, the
result follows.

COROLLARY 3. If {Xi> Ai' ei, k} is a minimal H-set with respect to V
contained in the set of extremal and active points of G - F( ex, '), then F( ex, . )
is a unique best approximation to G by W if k = n + 1.
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Proof Suppose F(fJ, . ) is a further best approximation to G by W, then
from Theorem 5

F(fJ, x;) - F(rx., x;) = 0, i= 1, ...,p.

Using the relations obtained therein we thus have

h(fJ - rx., x;) = 0, i= 1,...,p,

because f' is never zero. Similarly for the active points the same equality
holds. These linear homogeneous equations can be written as

As the H-set is minimal with respect to V then this matrix of coefficients
has rank =k - 1. Thus the only solution to this system is rx. - fJ =0 and uni
queness follows.

We note here that in the complex valued problem k = 2n + 1 is needed
for uniqueness.

Our initial requirement that 1 be strictly monotonic with no zero
derivative on [a, b] is used throughout the paper to obtain the results of
the theorems. If this requirement is forfeit then there are H-sets for W
which are not H-sets with respect to V, hence they are not automatically
computable. Some relaxation of this requirement can be made for functions
such as I(t) = cos(t), defined on the interval [0, n], where there are zero
derivatives at the end points. In such cases every value x E Band rx. E P such
that h(rx., x) = a or b is an HI-set with respect to Wat rx., we need only put
p = 1, q =°in Definition 1. However, because for fJ of rx. h(fJ, x) does not
necessarily equal a or b then we do not have an HI-set with respect to Wat
fJ. Also x cannot form an H 2-set with respect to W at rx. nor form an H-set
with respect to V.

Notwithstanding these difficulties we have only introduced one other
type of H-set, hence little or no complication. Some change has to be made
to Theorem 3 in the form of the following rider: "if the only H-sets found
from the extremal and active points are H-sets consisting of single elements
where f' = 0 then the best approximation is achieved but may only be
locally best."

Theorems 4 and 5 remain true for such H-sets.
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We now consider the special case when the linear space V is spanned by
(1, x,y), that is, the functions hare of the form IX I +1X2X+1X3Y, IXE [R3. That
approximation by V for strictly convex B and differentiable approximant is
unique follows from [4J, see also [6, Theorem 25]. For strictly convex B
and differentiable approximant uniqueness of approximation was shown in
[5 J by functions of the form

These examples are particular cases of our general theory whenf(t) = t and
f(t) = lit, respectively. We now show that uniqueness follows in our more
general setting of semi-non-linear functions of V.

Minimal H-sets in this setting are the minimal H-sets with respect to V,
and they are the well-known forms given by (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 1 (see
[ 4J), where 0, x are the points of the H-sets with 0 having sign + 1, and
x sign -1, or vice versa. We can then show

THEOREM 6. Let B be compact in [R2, and G E qB) have first partial
derivatives on B. Then the best approximation F(IX, .) to G by W can only be
non-unique if all the H-sets with respect to V, formed from the extremal and
active points of of G - F( IX, . ), are of type (c), and each point is a boundary
point of B.

Proof Let N be the set of extremal and active points of G - F(IX, ').
From Theorem 3 N contains points which form minimal H-sets with
respect to V. If a minimal H-set with respect to V of type (a) or (b) occurs
in N then uniqueness follows from the corollary of Theorem 5. If such H
sets do not occur then all the H-sets formed from N must be of type (c).

Suppose now that (x I' Y 1) belongs to an H-set of type (c) and
(Xl,YtlEN, also suppose that (xl,Yd is an interior point of B, and that
F(fJ, . ) is a further best approximation to G by W. From Theorem 5 this H
set is an H-set formed from the extremal and active points of G - F(fJ, . ).
Also from Theorem 5 the functions G - F(IX, .) and G - F(fJ, .) have a

FIGURE 1

6404H'2-]
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maximum or minimum at that point, even when (xl,y,) is an active point
due to the continuity of G and F. As (x I, Y d is an interior point of B we
must have zero partial derivatives for each error function, thus

=f3d'(f3! +f32 XI+f33YI)'

~G (X"yd=iX 3 f'((J(j +iX2X, + (J(3yd
UY

Also from Theorem 5

and hence from the monotonicity of f

and

From these equations we obtain the fact that (J( = 13, and hence uni
queness follows in this case. Hence, non-uniqueness will only occur if all
the points of (c) type H-sets lie on the boundary of B, and the result
follows.
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